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JUMPSTART YOUR
DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION
WITH UNIFIED IT
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INTRODUCTION

In the United States alone, there are around 200,000 midmarket businesses1
contributing one-third of private sector GDP and generating around 47.9 million2
employment opportunities. While midmarket enterprises (MMEs) share all the
modern complexity and burdens of larger organizations, the resources at IT’s disposal
are often more limited.

Kaseya’s 2018 IT Operations
Benchmark Survey Results
Report finds CIOs and IT
Directors have impressive set of
digital transformation priorities.

The very definition of midmarket puts their IT organizations in a unique spot
compared to IT for SMB organizations and global enterprises. Despite being smaller
in number, MMEs punch way above their weight.
Unlike a small firm with relatively few systems under management or an expansive
company, which often has the IT resources to maintain its systems adequately, those
in the middle often have the worst of both worlds — anywhere from several hundred
to a few thousand endpoints under management, often in distributed locations,
and a limited IT staff and budget to keep all systems running securely and optimally.
Considering they run mission-critical systems across an array of devices operating
on a multitude of networks while also trying to meet compliance requirements in an
unpredictable and dynamic environment their task is, simply put, daunting.
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Midmarket organizations must invest
in a shared platform of solutions
that can provide a full suite of
capabilities and security features
rather than buying point solutions
to solve a one-off need.

Kaseya’s 2018 IT Operations Benchmark Survey Results Report finds CIOs and IT
Directors have impressive set of digital transformation priorities. While the modern
cyber-security threat landscape is unfortunate in many ways, it has given IT leaders
an easy conversation starter about why their initiatives make a material strategic
impact to the business itself, starting with data protection and uptime.
That is not enough, however. To succeed, IT leaders must figure out how to
transform. This whitepaper discusses why, for MME IT leaders, unification is critical
to transformation, and
that requires a shared
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OLD IT THINKING IN A MODERN
WORLD

MMEs have been traditionally taxed with the thinking that the best way to solve a
problem is the cheapest solution. While all investments must be made with a return
on investment (ROI) consideration, the old-school IT approach leaves IT shops full of
technology that falls into two buckets.
Point solutions that have multiple logins, multiple integrations, and a host of remote
control tools, all topped with a hefty monthly bill. Point solutions are deployed with
the best of intentions. You start with one pertaining to a specific problem, and when
it fails to provide, you add another one, and then another. Despite spending all your
money and resources, you can’t see what you need to see when the problem arises,
and you waste valuable time attempting to solve it. Not only are these solutions
cobbled up and inflexible, they are also difficult to change over time and come with
serious integration issues. Also, if the mechanism gets derailed, techs spend large
amounts of time looking across toolsets. Beyond the complexities of day-to-day
usage, point solutions quickly become a nightmare during a compliance audit.
Legacy solutions that are last-generation derivatives of up-market solutions built in
the 1990s when endpoints stayed nicely on their desks and didn’t move around. As
organizations grow, the need for collaboration grows multifold, and these solutions
fail to provide features, such as off-network functionality and management.

WHAT TODAY’S MMEs NEED

The IT landscape is changing quickly and so too is the art of running a business in
the 21st century. As businesses become increasingly mobile and fast moving, unified
IT has gone from being a luxury to becoming an absolute necessity for all small and
medium-scale organizations. The modern-day customer wants a seamless experience,
and the services you offer are only as good as the tools you use to deliver them.
As the midmarket continues to leverage the power and ubiquity of business
technology, businesses need features that are uniquely tailored for success in today's
environment. The must-have offerings should include:

Unified IT has
gone from
being a luxury
to becoming an
absolute necessity
for all small and
medium-scale
organizations.

Full visibility: Today’s modern businesses – from SMBs all the way up to global
enterprises – consume myriad hardware and software technologies. Managing and
optimizing these solutions for business success is complex and requires a level of
expertise and technical acumen not easily found. As IT spending shows no signs of
slowing and more devices and applications are added to the network each day, it’s
imperative for companies of all sizes to proactively monitor and manage their
IT infrastructure.
Automation: IT automation delivers relief from the administration, monitoring and
helpdesk chores that eat up time and resources. IT departments reap immediate
time and personnel savings, not to mention reduced licensing fees for software
maintenance. Automation also provides improvements in energy efficiency and
security, which in turn lower data center costs.
A complete platform: IT needs a solution that can streamline and standardize
management across your organization while making sure workers, administrators
and staff members have reliable access to the solutions and resources they need.
A platform that is based on industry-specific best practices ensures you are meeting
the needs of a diverse set of users. In this way, you can improve efficiencies,
reduce risk, manage growth, and foster a productive environment throughout
the organization.
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THE FOUNDATION STARTS WITH
COMPREHENSIVE ENDPOINT
MANAGEMENT + REAL AUTOMATION

It is time to think outside the box. The fusion of endpoint management and
automation provides a unique opportunity to innovate and — dare we say —
transform IT. Think of a solution that can make intelligent decisions without you
having to touch the system. A solution that offers the capability to automate
system provisioning, application deployment, and much more from a single console.
An architecture that offers a comprehensive view of deployed security tools and
features on a centralized dashboard. Much like living the IT Dream!
Now, let’s get to the nitty-gritty. What should you be expecting out of this
bedrock solution? At a minimum, you should be looking for three core components.
Completeness: Your tools are only as good as how well the features they provide
integrate with your workflow. The system must deliver the right combination of
technology and data to the right people and systems. In general, this means offering:

Remote control that
functions behind the
scenes


Integrated workflows
(e.g., ticketing that’s
integrated into
management tools)

Visibility into the
networks with
predictive monitoring
capabilities

Unification across similar

and third-party patching)

Extensibility to needed
solutions like those
around compliance
reporting









activities (i.e., Windows
and Mac environments,

Flexibility and depth: It is difficult to provide the level of functionality and flexibility
modern cloud-based businesses demand. You have multiple plugins and patch ups
coming from various sources; all are critical and required to run the operations. Deep
configurations capabilities are vital to a solution, as the failure of one link can lead to
disruption of the entire operations. Strong policy management can take care of the
suspicious events at the endpoint and auto-remediate it if required.
Scalability: As IT teams shift their planning toward a distributed, cloud-based model,
scalability comes into play. Scalability is especially critical for midsize organizations.
As they grow, so too do the number of endpoints to be managed. Without scalable
systems in place, you will need more people to get the same amount of work done.
As organizations increasingly contend with tighter budgets and fewer resources,
adding more headcount should be the last thing on your list.

WHO WE ARE

At Kaseya, we have been helping MMEs take the complexity out of IT for over
two decades. We know your success and the success of your business depend on
managing IT more effectively, efficiently, and securely. Keeping this in mind enables
us to be a customer-first team, working to bring solutions that make the lives of
IT leaders around the globe easier and more predictable. We work with customers
in numerous industries, including healthcare, education, financial services, retail,
logistics, and manufacturing. The multiple awards we have won for developing
solutions and fueling innovation in this space demonstrate our consistent focus in
seeking new ways of doing things.
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WHAT MAKES KASEYA’S SOLUTION
UNIQUE

Delivering next-generation IT systems can seem daunting when additional resources
have not been budgeted. To maximize their investment, midmarket organizations
need a solution with proven success. A solution that is tailored to back their business
decisions, which in turn impacts the customer experience. The midmarket is a diverse
and fragmented marketplace, and you need a solution that not only works for
you but also with you.
Kaseya understands that your business depends largely on your IT systems. Kaseya’s
solutions are the best choice when it comes to breadth and depth of services, plus
they offer proven success in the field.
With a Kaseya solution, you can:
Command Centrally
You can’t effectively support business services that run on systems you can’t see.
Kaseya delivers visibility into all of your new areas including cloud (e.g., IaaS, PaaS,
and SaaS) along with legacy infrastructure (e.g., computers, network, storage, and
clients) and applications. Kaseya’s discovery and audit capabilities mean that what
you see is always current information, whether devices are online or offline.
Manage Complexity
Kaseya takes a comprehensive approach to address complexity. One system that
manages everything means your team has to learn only one system, can streamline
workflow, and receives consolidated tracking and reporting for compliance.
For example, our solution delivers role-based, bird’s eye views of infrastructure
monitoring that empowers users to quickly and decisively drill down into tasks or
potential problem areas and gain critical insights into the inner workings of their
Kaseya deployment.
Automate Everything
Kaseya’s solution gets you access to meaningful and scalable automation in the blink
of an eye. We have harvested the knowledge of experts across the globe to develop
a solution that lets you turbocharge your business, as you need it, when you need it.
Regardless of the size of your organization, you can experience the rewards of higher
operational productivity and improved service levels through IT automation. By
implementing a comprehensive and integrated solution with the power, flexibility,
and scalability to meet your needs today and expand as your firm grows, Kaseya’s
tools, technology, and resources enable a proactive approach to improved operations
and end-user satisfaction.

HOW IT COMPLETE BY KASEYA
CAN HELP

IT Complete by Kaseya is a suite of tools purpose-built to help you unlock new levels
of performance and rethink what's possible. Although the IT management solutions
work broadly across your infrastructure, IT Complete does not require full adoption.
Nor is there a single required entry point.
The IT Complete Platform incorporates:
Endpoint Management
When it comes to endpoint management, Kaseya’s capabilities are unmatched. With
the functionality found in VSA by Kaseya, the integrated IT management platform
delivers a complete, fast, and secure remote control solution both on- and offnetwork. The rich feature set includes:
 Discovery and audit
 Policy-based management and compliance
 Remote control

 Automation and scripting
 Analytics and reporting
 Managed patching
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HOW IT COMPLETE BY KASEYA
CAN HELP

Advanced Network Systems Monitoring and Management
Kaseya provides a variety of monitoring solutions that range from classic up/down
to a more comprehensive set of network systems monitoring platforms (Kaseya
Network Monitor and Traverse) that can monitor all aspects of network-connected
devices, including performance monitoring servers, hypervisors, routers, switches,
and firewalls, VOIP, and data centers. The capabilities include:
 Topology maps and dashboards

 Log and database monitoring

 On-premise, cloud, and hybrid networks

 Predictive analytics

Security Suite
Thousands of companies in high-security environments subject to compliance
requirements, such as HIPAA and PCI, use Kaseya. Encryption, strong access
control, and authentication enable organizations to meet security and compliance
requirements. To address these needs, Kaseya modernizes patching to include
Windows, Mac, and third-party software management. Further, Kaseya works with
best-of-breed antivirus and antimalware vendors to offer integrated accessibility,
allowing you to build a layered security model.
Backup and Disaster Recovery
Kaseya Unified Backup brings together the world’s best backup, ransomware
protection, cloud-based storage and business continuity and disaster recovery
services in a powerful, all-in-one appliance-based platform that provides high-quality
protection while minimizing service delivery cost. The hybrid cloud backup combines
the best of both worlds. While one tier of backup lives on-premise, the other tier is
hosted in the cloud, providing accessibility and redundancy in case of a system failure
or natural disaster.
SaaS and Cloud Management
Powered by Spanning’s industry leading backup and recovery technologies for SaaS
applications, Kaseya Office 365 Backup helps MMEs seamlessly back up and recover
the most critical data for their businesses.
Service Desk
Kaseya Service Desk provides a comprehensive and flexible helpdesk environment
that consolidates all incidents, requests, problems, and change requests in one
centralized management interface. With Kaseya Service Desk, you can:
Track and manage
incidents, problems,
service requests, and
change requests through
a single pane of glass
console



Automate remediation
and escalations with
rules-based procedures



Establish fine-grained
control of Service
Desk access through
comprehensive roles
and scopes



IT Documentation
Better documentation results in more effective problem resolution. The more you
document, the more your IT team will see the benefits of documentation.
Kaseya’s partnership with IT Glue empowers organizations with best-in-class operations
and documentation all within the Kaseya IT Complete Platform. The platform enables
businesses to centralize and standardize documentation for IT processes, applications,
devices, passwords, and other IT assets so critical information can be stored securely
and easily accessed by those who need it, when they need it.
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DO THE MATH: CALCULATING THE
RETURN ON YOUR INVESTMENT

The benefits of fusing endpoint management with automation are clear, but how do
they translate—in hours and dollars saved — in the real world? That’s where analyst
estimates, ROI calculations and success stories come into play.
A recent report from The Radicati Group3 predicts worldwide revenues for unified
endpoint management solutions to exceed over $2.1 billion by year-end 2018. This
figure will grow to over $4.0 billion by year-end 2022.

Unified endpoint management
solutions to exceed over

$2.1 billion
by year-end 2018

CONCLUSION

Security will also continue to skyrocket. The number of internet-connected devices
is expected to reach 50 billion by 2020.4 As BYOD culture holds center stage, 87
percent of companies5 rely on their employees using personal devices to access
business apps. These personal devices have high chances of being connected to
your other IoT devices. You might have the latest antivirus installed on your laptop
or cellphone, but what about the other less-secure devices that are connected to
them? This can be an alarming situation, as the security of your organization is only
as strong as its weakest link. As the global ransomware damage costs are expected
to exceed $11.5 billion annually by 2019,6 how safe do you feel about
your organization?
This is just one of the many problems of working with multiple vendors and multiple
software suites. With diverse needs and multiple options for apps prevailing in the
market, it can be expensive for the IT team to create customized integrated solutions.
You can’t put a price on the time and productivity lost.

Technology is changing the midmarket landscape as we know it. Despite being faced
with the constant challenge of delivering more with less and still staying competitive
with larger businesses, midmarket decision makers are banking big on trends such as
big data, cloud, mobility, and security. On one hand, they are exploring new horizons
of business with a mobile workforce. But on the other hand, they have to deal with
evolving security issues and other threats to the business.
To better manage this changing landscape, MMEs need a transformative solution.
Unified IT is no longer a luxury. It is a critical business need. With the right solution in
place, a new world of possibilities and competitiveness will be open to your business.
Contact Kaseya for a Demo to discover how Unified IT can transform
your business.

https://www.citrix.com/content/dam/citrix/en_us/documents/analyst-report/unified-endpoint-management-market-quadrant-2018.pdf
https://www.mediapost.com/publications/article/309442/connected-devices-projected-to-reach-20-billion-th.html
5
https://www.insight.com/en_US/learn/content/2017/01182017-byod-statistics-provide-snapshot-of-future.html
6
https://cybersecurityventures.com/ransomware-damage-report-2017-part-2/
3
4
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Customer Story: IT Complete Helps Bring Critical
Healthcare Services to Underserved Communities
Methodist Healthcare Ministries provides access to healthcare for uninsured and low-income families
through direct services, community partnerships, and strategic grant-making in 74 counties across
South Texas.
With many patients located in rural, remote areas, the organization needed a centralized and
standardized process to ensure that all patients received the care they needed. They were running
130 server endpoints and another 565 end-user endpoints. As a healthcare concern, MHM has
serious compliance regulations to meet and some serious challenges, chiefly:





Unscalable processes could not meet the demands of aggressive growth
Inability to address healthcare compliance regulations
Lack of efficient support for hundreds of remote endpoints
Insecure passwords

Once MHM onboarded with Kaseya, it was able to support
a large expansion of insurers and endpoints while also keeping
IT costs and staff low through IT automation. Some of the most
notable benefits were:
 Enhanced IT processes and automation resulted in a more
efficient, scalable, and secure IT environment
 Security, auditing, patch management, and reporting enabled
Methodist Healthcare Ministries meet rigorous healthcare
compliance rules
 VSA’s Live Connect helped IT techs maintain, manage, and repair
endpoints without traveling to a physical location

With Kaseya, MHM is able to see more patients, reduce downtime, and improve operational
efficiencies while maintaining compliance with the healthcare industry’s rigorous regulations.

ABOUT KASEYA
Kaseya is the leading provider of complete IT management solutions for managed service providers (MSPs) and
midsized enterprises. Through its open platform and customer-centric approach, Kaseya delivers best in breed
technologies that allow organizations to efficiently manage and secure IT. Offered both on-premise and in the
cloud, Kaseya solutions empower businesses to command all of IT centrally, easily manage remote and distributed
environments, and automate across IT management functions. Kaseya solutions manage over 10 million endpoints
worldwide. Headquartered in Dublin, Ireland, Kaseya is privately held with a presence in over 20 countries. To
learn more, visit www.kaseya.com.
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